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ABSTRACT
We present the rest-frame optical and infrared colours of a complete sample of 1114 z < 0.3
galaxies from the Spitzer Wide-Area Infrared Extragalactic (SWIRE) Legacy Survey and the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). We discuss the optical and infrared colours of our sample
and analyse in detail the contribution of dusty star-forming galaxies and active galactic nuclei
(AGN) to optically selected red sequence galaxies.
We propose that the optical (g − r) colour and infrared log(L24/L3.6) colour of galaxies in
our sample are determined primarily by a bulge-to-disc ratio. The (g − r) colour is found to
be sensitive to the bulge-to-disc ratio for disc-dominated galaxies, whereas the log(L24/L3.6)
colour is more sensitive for bulge-dominated systems.
We identify ∼18 per cent (195 sources) of our sample as having red optical colours and
infrared excess. Typically, the infrared luminosities of these galaxies are found to be at the
high end of star-forming galaxies with blue optical colours. Using emission-line diagnostic
diagrams, 78 are found to have an AGN contribution and 117 are identified as star-forming
systems. The red (g − r) colour of the star-forming galaxies could be explained by extinction.
However, their high optical luminosities cannot. We conclude that they have a significant bulge
component.
The number densities of optically red star-forming galaxies are found to correspond to
∼13 per cent of the total number density of our sample. In addition, these systems contribute
∼13 per cent of the total optical luminosity density, and 28 per cent of the total infrared
luminosity density of our SWIRE/SDSS sample. These objects may reduce the need for ‘dry
mergers’.
Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation –
infrared: galaxies.
1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The global star formation history of the Universe can be investi-
gated by combining ultraviolet and optical wavelength information
with the infrared (IR), probing different stages (unobscured and ob-
scured) of star formation processes.
E-mail: payam@sussex.ac.uk
The IR satellite IRAS (Infrared Astronomy Satellite; Neugebauer
et al. 1984) has probed the local universe to determine how a
third of the optical light from normal galaxies is absorbed by
dust, and how this fraction can become higher when galaxies with
the most active star formation activity (luminous infrared galax-
ies; Saunders & Mirabel 1996) are considered. The ISO (Infrared
Space Observatory) satellites (Kessler et al. 1996) extended this
analysis, showing the importance of dust in the high-redshift uni-
verse (Elbaz et al. 1999; Gruppioni et al. 2002; Rowan-Robinson
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et al. 2004; Metcalfe et al. 2005; Lonsdale, Farrah & Smith
2006).
Likewise, several studies (Wang & Silk 1994; Hogg et al. 2004;
McIntosh et al. 2005) have shown that optical colours alone are
not sufficient to discriminate the nature of some galaxy samples. In
the K20 survey (Cimatti et al. 2004), spectral classifications show
how two distinct populations with similar optical/near-IR colours
contribute to a population of extremely red objects (EROs) at high
redshift (z ∼ 2): (i) old stellar systems with no signs of star for-
mation and (ii) dusty star-forming galaxies. Moreover, studies of
dusty galaxies locally and at high redshift (Poggianti & Wu 2000;
Rigopoulou et al. 2000; Flores et al. 2004) have shown that more
than 70 per cent of the energy emitted by young stars is reprocessed
in the IR, leaving no trace in the optical spectrum of these systems.
Given these results, complementing optical studies with IR infor-
mation has become a crucial part of improving our understanding
of optically selected galaxy samples.
One of the main aims of this paper is to explore the IR colour
distribution and thus the star formation activity and dust content
of low-redshift galaxies as a function of their rest-frame optical
colours. Results from Strateva et al. (2001), Blanton et al. (2003),
Bell et al. (2003) and Baldry et al. (2004) indicate that the colour
distribution of galaxies in the optical can be represented by a bi-
modal function. In other words, formation processes give rise to
two dominant populations with different average colours and dis-
persions. Galaxies with red optical colours, the ‘red sequence’, are
generally considered to be early-type galaxies. Their colours are the
result of old, high-metallicity stellar populations with little ongoing
star formation. In comparison, galaxies with blue optical colours,
the ‘blue sequence’, are considered to be late-type galaxies, probing
current star formation. This optical colour distribution is found to
be bimodal at z  0.1 (Strateva et al. 2001; Baldry et al. 2004), z ∼
1 (Bell et al. 2004) and at least out to z ∼ 2 (Giallongo et al. 2005),
clearly reflecting the broad differences in star formation histories
over large redshift ranges.
Since most of the activity [e.g. star formation and/or active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN) emission] in galaxies is hidden by dust, the bolo-
metric luminosity of active systems in the local universe (see e.g.
Soifer & Neugebauer 1991) and at high redshifts (e.g. Sanders et al.
2004) is mostly emitted in the IR. Therefore, probing this emission
will give a clearer insight into the star formation activity in galax-
ies forming the two optical sequences, and allows us to investigate
whether the luminosity density of local galaxies is underestimated
in the optical.
To understand the nature of galaxies in the two sequences at
low redshift, we study the IR properties of galaxies from the Spitzer
Wide-Area Infrared Extragalactic (SWIRE) survey 1 (Lonsdale et al.
2003), associating sources with their optical counterparts from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000). SWIRE, the
largest of the six cycle-1 Spitzer Legacy programmes, is a wide-
area imaging survey, mapping the distribution of spheroids, discs,
starbursts and AGN and their evolution from z ∼ 3 to the current
epoch. The survey covers ∼49 deg2 (in six fields) in all seven Spitzer
bands: 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8 μm with the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC;
Fazio et al. 2004) and 24, 70 and 160μm with the Multiband Imaging
Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS; Rieke et al. 2004), detecting ∼2.5
million galaxies down to f 3.6 μm ≈ 5 μJy.
The large area of SWIRE provides statistically significant pop-
ulation samples over enough volume cells that we can resolve the
star formation history as a function of epoch and environment. Com-
1 www.ipac.caltech.edu/SWIRE/
bined with data from SDSS, the largest optical spectroscopic survey
currently available, we can select a large sample of galaxies and ef-
ficiently probe their optical and IR emission.
The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 describes the IR and
optical data used to construct our sample. Sections 3 and 4 discuss
the techniques used to derive rest-frame luminosities and spectral
classifications using diagnostic diagrams based on optical spectra.
In Sections 5 and 6, we investigate the optical and IR colours of our
SWIRE/SDSS sample. In Section 7, we analyse the properties of
galaxies with red optical colours and high mid-IR emission, to de-
termine how they differ from star-forming galaxies with blue optical
colours. The number density and optical/IR luminosity density of
the different populations in our sample are determined in Section 8.
Section 9 presents discussions and conclusions. For this work, we
use a cosmological model with 0 = 0.3,  = 0.7, and a Hubble
constant of H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2 T H E DATA
We use IRAC (3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 μm) and MIPS (24, 70 and
160 μm) catalogues from the northern SWIRE fields of Lockman,
ELAIS-N1 and ELAIS-N2, cross-correlated with SDSS ugriz pho-
tometry and spectroscopic catalogues to provide a complete 13 
r  17.5 sample of 1114 galaxies at z < 0.3. The total survey area of
the three northern SWIRE fields is ∼24 deg2, of which the overlap
with SDSS is ∼18 deg2.
Here, we discuss the technical aspects of the SWIRE and SDSS
data sets.
2.1 Lockman, ELAIS-N1 and ELAIS-N2
The SWIRE Lockman field is centred at 10h 45m 00s + 58d 00m 00s,
with coverage of ∼10.6 deg2. IRAC (3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8 μm)+MIPS
(24 μm) observations were performed on 2004 April and May.
The SWIRE ELAIS-N1 field is centred at 16h 11m 00s + 55d 00m
00s, with coverage of ∼9 deg2. IRAC+24-μm observations were
performed in 2004 January and February.
The SWIRE ELAIS-N2 field is centred at 16h 36m 48s + 41d 01m
45s, with coverage of ∼4 deg2. IRAC+24-μm observations were
performed in 2004 July.
The average 5σ depths of Lockman, ELAIS-N1 and ELAIS-N2
are 5.0, 9.0, 43, 40 and 311 μJy at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8 and 24 μm,
respectively (Surace et al. 2005), consistent with the 90 per cent
completeness levels for source extraction. Fluxes were extracted in
5.8-arcsec radius apertures for IRAC (∼2×the FWHM beam) and
12 arcsec for MIPS, using SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
The absolute flux calibrations are correct within ∼10 per cent for
IRAC and MIPS 24-μm channel data, and were confirmed for IRAC
and MIPS 24 μm by comparison to Two-Micron All-Sky Survey
(2MASS). Further discussion on the data processing is given by
Surace et al. (2005), Surace et al. (in preparation) and Shupe et al.
(in preparation).
The Lockman field contains 681 587 SWIRE sources. The fields
of ELAIS-N1 and ELAIS-N2 contain 411 015 and 309 507 SWIRE
sources, respectively. Therefore, our total SWIRE sample consists
of ∼1.4 million sources surveyed over a total of ∼24 deg2.
The 5σ depths of MIPS 70- and 160-μm data are 14 and 105 mJy
in all three SWIRE fields, consistent with 60 per cent complete-
ness levels for source extraction (Afonso-Luis et al., in preparation).
Point-source response function (PRF) fluxes in both bands were ex-
tracted using APEX. Further details on flux calibrations and source
extraction can be found in Frayer et al. (2006) and Afonso-Luis
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et al. (in preparation). The Lockman, ELAIS-N1 and ELAIS-N2
fields contain 2397, 1130 and 2485 sources with 70-μm detections.
With regards to 160-μm detections, the fields of Lockman, ELAIS-
N1 and ELAIS-N2 contain 1076, 439 and 1106 sources.
2.2 SDSS data
The SDSS sample of spectroscopically observed galaxies (Strauss
et al. 2002) taken from the third Data Release (DR3; Abazajian
et al. 2004) was used to provide optical ugriz magnitudes and spec-
troscopic redshifts for our sample. The SDSS data provide full cov-
erage of the SWIRE fields of Lockman and ELAIS-N2 but covers
only a third of the ELAIS-N1 field. Since our initial analysis was
carried out using DR3, we have continued to use DR3 since DR4
does not provide any additional coverage of the SWIRE fields.
To remove sources with unreliable redshifts from our optical sam-
ple, we eliminated sources with the following SDSS spectroscopic
pipeline flags; ZWARNING = 0 (problem with the redshift fitting)
and zConf <0.85 (low confidence in the spectroscopic redshift). To
eliminate stars, sources were only considered if they had a spec-
troscopic object class specClass = GALAXY or QSO and spectro-
scopic redshift >0.001 (see Blanton et al. 2004). Approximately
5 per cent of the SDSS sample did not meet these criteria, and were
therefore classified as stars. These sources were removed from the
SDSS sample.
2.3 SDSS morphological and spectral classifiers
The SDSS collaboration provides three galaxy classifiers: Cr (r-band
concentration index; Shimasaku et al. 2001; Strateva et al. 2001),
Se´rsic index (Blanton et al. 2003; Hogg et al. 2004) and eClass
(Connolly et al. 1995; Connolly & Szalay 1999; Yip et al. 2004).
The r-band concentration index Cr is a morphological clas-
sifier, defined as the ratio of the radii containing 90 and
50 per cent of the Petrosian r-band galaxy light. Shimasaku
et al. (2001) and Strateva et al. (2001) find reasonable correlation
between qualitative morphological classifications and Cr , with a
Cr  2.6 selection for early-type galaxies.
Se´rsic index is another parameter measuring galaxy morphology,
derived by fitting the functional form I(r) = I0 exp(−r1/n) (where n
is the Se´rsic index itself), to each galaxy surface brightness profile.
Hogg et al. (2004) find that galaxies with purely exponential profiles
(Se´rsic index n ∼ 1) are considered late type (i.e. disc dominated)
while galaxies with a de Vaucouleurs profiles (Se´rsic index n ∼ 4)
are considered early type (i.e. bulge dominated).
The SDSS single parameter spectral classifier eClass is based on
principal component analysis, using cross-correlation with eigen-
templates constructed from SDSS galaxy spectra. This parameter
ranges from approximately −0.35 to 0.5 for early to late galaxies
(Stoughton et al. 2002). Based on the work by Yip et al. (2004)
where eClass is modelled as a function of the distribution of galaxy
populations, galaxies with an eClass < −0.02 are considered to be
early type.
For the initial work discussed in Section 5, we define galaxies
with Cr  2.6 and eClass < −0.02 as early type, and those with
Cr < 2.6 and eClass  −0.02 as late type. However, there are also
sources that do not satisfy both conditions. The Se´rsic index will be
used as an additional classifier, and will be discussed in Section 6.
2.4 SWIRE/SDSS sample association
SWIRE IRAC+24-μm band-merged catalogues for Lockman,
ELAIS-N1 and ELAIS-N2 were initially matched with the SDSS
catalogues. Using the r-band SDSS and the 3.6-μm SWIRE coordi-
nates, a SWIRE galaxy within 1.5 arcsec of the SDSS coordinate is
chosen as the best match. This search radius is similar to that used
to match SWIRE optical and IR data sets (see Surace et al. 2005).
Since our sample consists of bright sources, we have verified that
such criteria are adequate for matching sources. The MIPS 70- and
160-μm source catalogues were then individually matched to the
3.6-μm SWIRE coordinates of the SWIRE/SDSS catalogue. The
MIPS 70-μm source catalogue was matched with a search radius
of 10 arcsec. Sources were checked by visual inspection, to elimi-
nate the 70-μm detection of any SWIRE sources with more than one
24-μm counterpart (three sources). SWIRE/SDSS sources were then
matched with the MIPS 160-μm data, using a search radius of
20 arcsec. No sources were found to have a 160-μm detection
and more than one 70-μm counterpart. The resulting SWIRE/SDSS
spectroscopic catalogue consisted of 1988 sources.
To obtain a low-redshift SWIRE/SDSS sample, we choose galax-
ies with 0.001  z  0.3. Following Bell et al. (2003), galactic fore-
ground extinction-corrected 13  r  17.5 (Schlegel et al. 1998)
magnitude limits are applied, since these limits will give a rea-
sonably complete optical sample, as discussed in more detail by
e.g. Stoughton et al. (2002), Strauss et al. (2002) and Blanton et al.
(2001).
This produces a final spectroscopic sample of 1114 SWIRE/SDSS
galaxies.
2.5 Photometry
Since we are analysing the distribution of SWIRE/SDSS galaxies
at low redshift, we require a total measure of optical and IR flux for
extended sources.
For SDSS ugriz, we use extinction-corrected Petrosian magni-
tudes for measuring the total flux of a galaxy, and model magnitudes
for measuring colours (see Baldry et al. 2004).
Bright sources which make up our spectroscopic sample have
relatively high signal-to-noise ratio measurements of their Pet-
rosian magnitudes, and so are expected to be accurate to better than
0.05 mag (Strauss et al. 2002; Bell et al. 2003; Blanton et al. 2003).
These magnitudes recover all of the flux of an exponential galaxy
profile and about 80 per cent of the flux for a de Vaucouleurs profile
(Blanton et al. 2001).
For measuring the colours of these sources, we use model mag-
nitudes. These magnitudes are calculated using the best-fitting pa-
rameters of the light profile (i.e. de Vaucouleurs/exponential) in the
r band applied to all other bands. Therefore, the light is measured
consistently through the same aperture in all bands, allowing an
unbiased comparison of galaxy colours in our sample.
To obtain a measure of the IR flux of our sample, we use Kron
magnitudes for SWIRE 3.6–24 μm bands, since they give the in-
tegrated flux through a larger aperture than that used for aperture
magnitudes (see Bertin & Arnouts 1996). They are therefore a better
measure of total flux, being within ∼8 per cent of the total flux of a
galaxy (Kron 1980). As mentioned in Section 2.1, PRF fluxes were
used for 70- and 160-μm data sets. The difference between PRF
fluxes and aperture fluxes for our sample was found to be negligi-
ble.
3 K - C O R R E C T I O N S A N D L U M I N O S I T I E S
To derive rest-frame absolute magnitudes for our sample, we use
the SED (spectral energy distribution) template fitting photometric
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redshift code LE PHARE2 (Ilbert et al. 2005). Since sources in our
sample have spectroscopic redshifts, we only use this code to deter-
mine rest-frame magnitudes and for fitting the SED of sources with
galaxy templates.
LE PHARE can determine rest-frame magnitudes either by using a
measure of apparent magnitude in the same observed band (hereafter
Op0), or by automatically choosing the apparent magnitude in the
observed band closest to the rest-frame band (hereafter Op1). For
example, at z  0.12 we expect rest-frame g band to be redshifted to
observer-frame r band. Similarly, at z  0.08 rest-frame r band will
be redshifted to observer-frame i band. Since we are using a direct
measurement of the emitted flux in these observed bands instead of
the best-fitting SED, this technique limits the dependency on galaxy
templates which can be the main source of error and systematics in
absolute magnitude measurements.
We test the robustness of our rest-frame magnitude estimates us-
ing a simulated 8 deg2 catalogue from GALICS (Hatton et al. 2003).
We extract from the GALICS/MOMAF data base 5103 sources with
ugriz observer-frame magnitudes, ‘true’ rest-frame magnitudes and
redshifts. Applying similar r-band magnitude and redshift cuts as
for our main spectroscopic sample, gives us a test sample of 678
sources.
Using the 42 synthetic templates of GISSEL 98 (Bruzual and
Charlot 1993), we derive ugriz rest-frame magnitudes for our GAL-
ICS sample using Op0 and Op1. We find the dispersion when using
Op0 to be in the range σ = 0.027–0.031 mag for g and r band. How-
ever, Op1 is found to be in better agreement with the ‘true’ rest-frame
magnitudes of GALICS, with a dispersion of 0.025–0.028 mag for
g and r band. We therefore adopt Op1 for determining rest-frame
optical magnitudes for our spectroscopic sample.
We compute the rest-frame luminosities νLν of sources in our
sample at 3.6 μm (L3.6) and at 24 μm (L24). The LE PHARE code has
been used with a SWIRE library of galaxy and AGN templates3
(covering a broad wavelength range from 0.1 to 1000 μm) to fit
the optical (ugriz) and IR (3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 and 24 μm) SED of
each galaxy, allowing us to determine rest-frame magnitudes at 3.6
and 24 μm. We also compute the optical (LOPT) and IR (LIR) bolo-
metric luminosities of sources in our sample. Optical luminosities
are determined by fitting SWIRE templates to the optical (ugriz)+
3.6-μm SED of each object, and integrating between optical u and
z bands (0.3–0.9 μm). IR luminosities are determined by fitting the
IR 5.8–160 μm SED of each object with the full range of Dale &
Helou (2002) model template spectra (64 galaxy templates), and
integrating between 8 and 1000 μm.
4 S P E C T R A L L I N E A NA LY S I S
We use the traditional log([O III]/Hβ) against log([N II]/Hα) flux
ratio BPT diagram (see e.g. Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981;
Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987; Kewley et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2004)
to determine whether galaxies in our sample are star forming, AGN
or systems with quiescent emission. Diagnostic diagrams involving
[S II]/Hα or [O I]/Hα flux ratios are considered less effective at deter-
mining the level of AGN contamination in star-forming galaxies –
see Brinchmann et al. (2004). We therefore do not use these ratios
in our analysis.
The wavelength separation between the emission lines making
up each ratio is small enough that each ratio is relatively insensitive
2 http://www.lam.oamp.fr/arnouts/LE PHARE.html
3 M. Polletta (private communication).
Figure 1. BPT (Baldwin et al. 1981) diagram in which the emission-line
flux ratio [O III]/Hβ versus the ratio [N II]/Hα has been plotted for sources
with emission-line detections above 3σ level. Cuts based on the models of
Kewley et al. (2001) (dashed), Kauffmann et al. (2003) (solid) and Miller
et al. (2004) (dotted) are illustrated. Galaxies are classified as star forming
(orange) or AGN (cyan).
to reddening or flux calibration errors. The fluxes of these emission
lines are determined using the fitted heights and σ of the lines as
measured by the SDSS data analysis pipeline.
Initially, we consider sources with emission lines measurable at
above 3σ level. Below this limit, a rapidly increasing fraction of
galaxies will have a low significance detection in emission or ab-
sorption, leading to classification bias (Brinchmann et al. 2004).
Fig. 1 shows a diagnostic diagram of 317 out of 1114 galaxies in
our spectroscopic sample with emission-line detections above 3σ
level in [O III], Hβ, Hα and [N II].
We adopt the emission-line classification criterion of Brinchmann
et al. (2004), using a combination of three cuts to separate star-
forming galaxies from AGN in this diagram. Galaxies below the
solid line of Kauffmann et al. (2003) are expected to be star-forming
systems with very low contribution to Hα from AGN. We find 257
galaxies lie below this line. The line of Kewley et al. (2001) (dashed)
uses a combination of photoionization and stellar population syn-
thesis models to place a conservative lower limit on the number of
AGN in our sample. Galaxies with emission-line ratios that place
them above the line of Kewley et al. (2001) cannot be explained by
any possible combination of emission-line diagnostics that would
be characteristic of a star-forming model (Kauffmann et al. 2003).
12 galaxies lie above this line, and we therefore classify these as
AGN.
The remaining 48 out of 317 sources lie between the lines of
Kauffmann et al. (2003) and Kewley et al. (2001). These are known
as ‘composite galaxies’, since up to 40 per cent of their Hα luminos-
ity may come from an AGN (Brinchmann et al. 2004). We therefore
use the line of Miller et al. (2004) (dotted) in this region to try and
classify the remaining composite galaxies as either star forming or
AGN. For these galaxies to have an AGN contamination, they must
have [N II] and Hα emission lines measurable above the 3σ level
(regardless of their [O III] and Hβ emission) and log ([N II]/[Hα]) >
−0.2. 13 composite galaxies meet this criterion and we therefore
classify these as AGN. The remaining 35 composite galaxies do not
meet any of the requirements for AGN selection, and so we classify
these as star-forming systems.
Having classified 317 out of 1114 galaxies as star forming or
AGN based on the emission-line diagnostic diagram, we attempt to
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classify the remaining 797 galaxies which do not have emission-line
detections above 3σ accuracy in ‘all four lines’ (i.e. [O III], Hα, Hβ
and [N II]).
We again use the emission-line criterion for AGN classification
of Miller et al. (2004) which requires only [N II] and Hα lines mea-
surable at above 3σ accuracy. We find 162 of these 797 galaxies
meet this criterion, and so we classify these as AGN. For the re-
maining sources to be classified as star-forming systems, they must
have Hα measurable at above 2σ accuracy. 214 galaxies meet these
criteria. The remaining 421 galaxies could not be classified using
emission-line diagnostics. This class consists of galaxies with no
or very weak emission lines, and is therefore likely to consist of
galaxies with quiescent emission.
Having used emission-line ratios to classify sources in our sample,
we find a total of 187 galaxies to have an AGN component, 506
galaxies to be star-forming systems, and 421 galaxies with quiescent
emission.
Figure 2. The distribution of SWIRE/SDSS galaxy populations; (a) rest-frame (g − r) colour (magnitudes in AB) of 1114 galaxies against the absolute
magnitude in r band, Mr,PETRO - 5 log10(h70). The colour criterion for selection of red and blue sequence galaxies is illustrated by the CMR line of Bell et al.
(2003) (dashed line). (b) Rest-frame (g − r) colour against the absolute magnitude in r band, showing the classification of galaxies according to Cr and eClass;
red sequence early type (red filled circle), red sequence late type (blue filled triangle), blue sequence early type (red filled triangle), blue sequence late type
(blue filled circle) and disagreement between Cr and eClass (green filled circle). (c) Distribution of galaxy populations in terms of Cr and eClass. (d) The (g −
r) colour of the galaxy populations with respect to the CMR line of Bell et al. (2003).
Table 1. SDSS morphological (concentration index Cr) and spectral classification (eClass) for sources in the red and blue sequence.
Sequence No. Cr eclass Cr = eClass Cr = eClass
early late early late early late
Red 741 70 per cent 30 per cent 95 per cent 5 per cent 69 per cent 3 per cent 28 per cent
Blue 373 16 per cent 84 per cent 22 per cent 78 per cent 6 per cent 68 per cent 26 per cent
5 O P T I C A L C O L O U R – M AG N I T U D E
R E L AT I O N
Fig. 2(a) illustrates rest-frame (g − r) colour as a function of r-band
absolute magnitude for our spectroscopic sample. Red sequence
early-type galaxies and blue sequence late-type galaxies are ini-
tially defined by adopting the colour–magnitude relation (CMR)
line of Bell et al. (2003). We find two-thirds of our sample contain
galaxies with red optical colours and the remaining one-third have
blue optical colours (Table 1).
We use SDSS morphological (Cr) and spectral (eClass) classifiers
to determine the fraction of early- and late-type galaxies in each
sequence (Figs 2b and c). The distribution of our galaxy sample
is found to show a continuous trend in classifiers Cr and eClass
(Fig. 2c).
Approximately 70 per cent of red sequence galaxies are defined
as early type according to both Cr and eClass (red filled circle).
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Similarly, 70 per cent of blue sequence galaxies are defined as late
type (blue filled circle). As illustrated by Fig. 2(b), only 3 per cent
of galaxies in the red sequence are late type (blue triangle) and
6 per cent of galaxies in the blue sequence are defined as early type
(red triangle) according to both classifiers. These galaxies make up
less than 4 per cent of the entire spectroscopic sample, and also
lie near the boundaries of the classifiers Cr and eClass (Fig. 2c).
As shown by Fig. 2(d), galaxies in the blue sequence classified
as early type are likely to correspond to the tail of the early-type
distribution in the red sequence. Likewise, the late-type galaxies in
the red sequence correspond to the tail of the late-type distribution
in the blue sequence. In terms of their (g − r) colour, these sources
lie in a ‘transition region’ between the two sequences (Figs 2b and
d), either side of the CMR line of Bell et al. (2003).
Therefore, the CMR line is found to correspond well to the bound-
aries of Cr and eClass, and can be used as a reliable separator of
red sequence galaxies dominated by early types and blue sequence
galaxies dominated by late types.
In Fig. 2(c), galaxies classified as early type (red) and late type
(blue) are found to be separated by a population, where the two clas-
sifiers Cr and eClass disagree (green circle). These sources make up
∼27 per cent of the SWIRE/SDSS sample, the majority of which
are classified as early type according to eClass and late type accord-
ing to Cr . These sources are distributed throughout both sequences,
with the majority (19 per cent of the SWIRE/SDSS sample) located
in the red sequence. As shown in Fig. 2(d), they have slightly bluer
(g − r) colour than early-type galaxies in the red sequence and a
broader distribution (with σ green ∼ 0.1), with a skewed tail which
passes through most of the blue sequence. The percentage of these
sources found in each sequence is given in Table 1.
To gain another viewpoint of the galaxy populations in our sam-
ple, we look at their spectral classifications (Fig. 3) according to the
optical spectral line analysis discussed in Section 4. Star-forming
systems are found to dominate the blue sequence, while passive
galaxy populations dominate the red sequence. However, a signif-
icant number of AGN and star-forming galaxies are also found in
the red sequence. This may explain why a significant population of
galaxies in the red sequence have been classified as eClass early
type and Cr late type, as illustrated by Fig. 2.
By investigating the IR colours of optically selected red and blue
sequence galaxies in our sample, we can therefore understand the
nature of these active systems in the red sequence, as well as the
origin of their red optical colours (i.e. old stellar populations or
Figure 3. Classification of sources according to the spectral line analysis in
Section 4; AGN (cyan), star forming (orange) and galaxies with quiescent
emission (black).
extinction). Such an IR analysis will also help to determine whether
the bimodal distribution seen in the optical is too simplistic in its
representation of early- and late-type galaxies in the local universe.
6 T H E I R C O L O U R D I S T R I BU T I O N
Starlight at 3.6 μm can be used to trace the stellar mass distribution
of galaxies almost free of dust obscuration effects (i.e. Oliver et al.
2004; Pahre et al. 2004; Franceschini et al. 2006), since any stan-
dard extinction law predicts only a small percentage of extinction
compared to optical wavelengths.
On the other hand, the study of M51a using Spitzer and HST (Hub-
ble Space Telescope) data has shown directly that 24-μm luminosity
can be used as a reliable indicator of obscured star formation (i.e.
Calzetti et al. 2005). 24-μm observations of individual H II regions
were calibrated against Paα (1.876 μm) observations, which mea-
sure the ionized radiation from stars forming in the arms of M51a.
A tight linear correlation was found between Paα and 24 μm, prov-
ing that the 24-μm dust continuum is a locally accurate tracer of
star formation. In addition, the goodness of the mid-IR emission
as a star formation tracer at high redshift has been found recently
by Marcillac et al. (2006), testing the mid-IR emission against the
radio emission of galaxies (see also Elbaz et al. 2002; Gruppioni
et al. 2003; Appleton et al. 2004).
We therefore use and interpret IR 3.6-μm luminosity as an indica-
tor of stellar mass and 24 μm luminosity as an indicator of obscured
star formation.
In Fig. 4, the ratio log(L24/L3.6) as a function of log(L24) (Fig. 4a)
and log(L3.6) (Fig. 4b) are shown for sources in our sample with
24-μm detections (787 sources out of 1114, ∼70 per cent of our
sample). L24 and L3.6 are the luminosities (νLν in L) at 24 μm and
3.6 μm. Regions of constant stellar mass are illustrated in Fig. 4(a)
by straight dashed lines of constant 3.6-μm luminosity. The stellar
mass approximations shown in Fig. 4(a) are based on the SDSS
stellar mass catalogue of Kauffmann et al. (2003).
For both red and blue sequence galaxies, the ratio log(L24/L3.6) in-
creases as a function of log(L24). A similar relation between mid-IR
(15 μm) and optical luminosities was found to be valid for ISO-
CAM sources (see La Franca et al. 2004; Pozzi et al. 2004; Rowan-
Robinson et al. 2005). In Fig. 4(b), we see that the log(L24/L3.6) ratio
of blue sequence galaxies is found to increase with 24-μm luminos-
ity, but log(L24/L3.6) shows little variation with 3.6-μm luminosity.
Since L3.6 is indicative of stellar mass and L24 of star formation
rate, the ratio of log(L24/L3.6) can be interpreted as an indication of
the level of star formation activity per unit stellar mass or ‘specific
star formation’ (see also Pozzi et al. 2004; Rowan-Robinson et al.
2005). We can then interpret Figs 4(a) and (b) as being determined
primarily by two almost independent factors: the stellar mass and
the specific star formation.
For red sequence galaxies, the specific star formation is inde-
pendent of stellar mass. This is clearly seen in Fig. 4(b) where
they cluster around log(L3.6) ∼ 9.8 L but with a wide range of
log(L24/L3.6), and in Fig. 4(a) where the distribution runs parallel
to lines of constant stellar mass. The blue sequence galaxies on the
other hand appear to have a comparatively constant specific star for-
mation activity, though there is a slight tendency for more massive
blue galaxies to have higher specific star formation. This weak trend
is in the opposite sense from trends seen in the optical and indicates a
more complex relation between the star formation indicators, which
we will explore later.
Note that the star formation in red sequence galaxies with very low
log(L24/L3.6) ratio is likely to correspond to quiescent rather than
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Figure 4. Ratio of 24–3.6 μm luminosity as a function of (a) 24-μm luminosity and (b) 3.6-μm luminosity. Luminosities are in νLν . Colours are coded
according to Fig. 2(a), where galaxies above the CMR line of Bell et al. (2003) are in red and galaxies below the line are in blue (see Fig. 2a). A cut has been
applied at log(L24/L3.6) = −0.7 (dotted line), above which galaxies are dominated by active systems. Dashed lines in Fig. 4(a) signify regions of constant
3.6-μm luminosity. The arrows show the trend of each sequence.
active star formation, due to the interaction between dust and the old
stellar populations that exist in these galaxies (Wang & Heckman
1996).
Looking more at luminosities than colours, both red and blue
sequence galaxies are found to have similar ranges of 24-μm lu-
minosity (L24 = 107–1010 L). Red sequence galaxies are found to
have higher 3.6-μm luminosities than galaxies in the blue sequence,
which would suggest that galaxies in the red sequence generally
have higher stellar mass (1010–1012 M) than galaxies in the blue
sequence (108.5–1011 M).
To separate galaxies with young and evolved star formation, we
adopt a cut at log(L24/L3.6) = −0.7, below which the number of
blue sequence galaxies is negligible (see Figs 4a and b). Considering
sources with 24-μm detections, 92 per cent of galaxies in the blue
sequence are above this cut (Table 2), consistent with their nature as
Table 2. Fraction of red and blue sequence galaxies with log(L24/L3.6) >
−0.7 and log(L24/L3.6) < −0.7.
Sequence No. 24-μm det. log(L24/L3.6) log(L24/L3.6)
> −0.7 < −0.7
Red 741 440 195 245
Blue 373 347 317 30
Figure 5. (a) Rest-frame (g − r) colour against the ratio of 24–3.6 μm luminosity. Illustrated are red and blue sequence galaxies with galaxy template tracks
overplotted; dot–dashed track = elliptical (13 Gyr) + starburst (M82) template, dashed track = elliptical (13 Gyr) + spiral (Sdm) template, dotted track =
elliptical (13Gyr) + Seyfert 2 template. The tracks show that the disc-like contribution from the late-type templates (spiral, starburst and Seyfert 2) increase
with log(L24/L3.6) ratio, while the bulge-like contribution from the early-type template (elliptical) decreases. (b) SDSS r-band Se´rsic index against the ratio of
24–3.6 μm luminosity. A linear fit to the distribution of the data is illustrated (solid line).
actively star-forming systems. However, 44 per cent of red sequence
galaxies (195 sources) also have log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7, unexpected
of optically red quiescent emitting galaxies.
To make a direct comparison of the optical and IR colours of red
and blue sequence galaxies in our sample, we illustrates the ratio
log(L24/L3.6) as a function of rest-frame (g − r) colour (Fig. 5a).
The (g − r) colour of red sequence galaxies is found to remain
constant with increasing log(L24/L3.6) ratio. Red sequence galaxies
also have a small spread in (g − r) colour, with σ (g−r ) ∼ 0.07. Above
our adopted cut of log(L24/L3.6) = −0.7, blue sequence galaxies
dominate, and have a larger range of (g − r) colour than red sequence
galaxies, with σ (g−r ) ∼ 0.12.
To gain a better understanding of the distribution of red and blue
sequence galaxies in optical and IR colours, galaxy template tracks
are overplotted in Fig. 5(a). The tracks used are from the SWIRE
template library. Illustrated is a combination of (i) a 13-Gyr elliptical
template and a starburst (M82) template (dot–dashed line), (ii) a
13-Gyr elliptical template and a spiral (Sdm) template (dashed line)
and (iii) a 13-Gyr elliptical template and a Seyfert 2 template (dotted
line).
Galaxies with low log(L24/L3.6) ratio and red optical
colours are dominated by an elliptical template. These galax-
ies are bulge-dominated systems with quiescent star formation
activity.
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As the ratio log(L24/L3.6) increases, the contribution from the late-
type templates increases at varying rates. Galaxies with blue optical
colours are completely disc-dominated systems where the optical
and IR emission comes from a spiral galaxy. Galaxies with red op-
tical colours and log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 are found to have up to a 80
per cent AGN or 10 per cent starburst contribution. Galaxies with
an AGN owe their red optical colours to their bulge component and
their high log(L24/L3.6) ratio to dust heated by the AGN. Extinction
could account for the red optical colours of galaxies with a starburst
component. However, we find that these systems can have up to a
90 per cent elliptical contribution, where their red optical colours
could be due to a significant bulge component (i.e. old rather than
reddened stars). Since these systems can have up to a 10 per cent
starburst contribution, the high log(L24/L3.6) ratio of these galax-
ies would correspond to intense bursts of star formation activity.
Analysing the optical and IR colours of galaxies in our sample, we
therefore observe a possible trend in bulge-to-disc ratio as a function
of log(L24/L3.6) colour.
To test whether there is a relationship between the morphology
and the IR emission of galaxies in our sample, we analyse their
bulge-to-disc ratio (Se´rsic index; Sersic 1968) as a function of IR
log(L24/L3.6) colour (Fig. 5b). We use the SDSS r-band Se´rsic in-
dices (see Section 2.3) as measured by Blanton et al. (2003) for
SDSS galaxies.
A correlation is found between Se´rsic index and the IR colours of
galaxies. Rojas et al. (2004) find that galaxies with n < 1.8 have sur-
face brightness profiles that resemble spiral galaxies, while galaxies
with n > 1.8 are more like ellipticals. We find that red sequence
galaxies with low log(L24/L3.6) ratio have a high Se´rsic index (n >
2) and are bulge-dominated early-type systems. The majority of
galaxies with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 are found to have a low Se´rsic
index (n < 1.5), and are blue sequence disc-dominated systems.
However, red sequence galaxies with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 have a
Se´rsic index >1.5, indicating that they are bulge dominated. For
galaxies with an AGN contribution based on the spectral analy-
sis, the bulge component would account for the high Se´rsic index.
For galaxies with only a starburst component based on the spectral
analysis, the red optical colours could be accounted for by a bulge
component, and the high mid-IR emission characterized by bursts
of star formation from a disc component.
7 R E D S E QU E N C E G A L A X I E S W I T H H I G H I R
E M I S S I O N
Galaxies exhibiting red optical colours and high IR luminosities
can be considered either AGN or massive dust-enshrouded starburst
galaxies (Bell et al. 2005). Based on the spectral classifications of
our sample (see Section 4), 78 of the 195 red sequence galaxies with
log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 contain an AGN component, and 117 galaxies
are star-forming systems.
In this section, we further investigate this subsample of galaxies,
to determine whether dust obscuration is responsible for the red op-
tical colours of the star-forming galaxies, and whether the integrated
optical and IR luminosities of these systems differ from optically
red quiescent galaxies and star-forming galaxies with blue optical
colours.
7.1 Optical extinction of star-forming galaxies
We have already corrected our optical magnitudes for galactic fore-
ground obscuration when determining rest-frame optical colours
(see Fig. 2a). However, obscuration by dust intrinsic to star-forming
galaxies can affect the optical colours of a galaxy.
At optical wavelengths, the Balmer decrement (consisting of
Balmer line ratios Hα/Hβ) can provide a measure of extinction
for optical spectra due to intrinsic reddening (down to an optical
depth τ ∼ 1), in galaxy regions where bursts of star formation are
located (Ward et al. 1987; Calzetti et al. 2005).
To determine the Balmer Decrement, we first apply corrections
for stellar absorption to our Hα and Hβ flux measurements. Balmer
emission lines sit on top of stellar absorption due to the presence
of young and intermediate age stars in the line-emitting galaxy.
Therefore, Balmer emission lines uncorrected for this absorption can
cause an overestimation in the obscuration measurements derived
from the Balmer decrement (Hopkins et al. 2003).
To obtain accurate measures of extinction, we consider galaxies
with Hα and Hβ emission greater than 3σ accuracy. For sources
with Hα > 3σ accuracy, but with Hβ < 3σ , we set the Hβ flux to
its 3σ error value. This will allow us to obtain a lower limit measure
of the extinction of these sources (see e.g. Babbedge, Whitaker &
Morris 2004).
The intrinsic colour excess E(B − V)i for a uniform screen of dust
is related to the Balmer line ratio Hα/Hβ, according to (e.g. Hummer
& Storey 1987; Calzetti, Kinney & Storchi-Bergmann 1994)
E(B − V )i ≈ 0.935 ln
(
Hα/Hβ
2.88
)
. (1)
We compare the intrinsic colour excess E(B − V)i of all star-
forming galaxies in our sample with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7; 117 red
sequence galaxies and 281 blue sequence galaxies. Fig. 6 shows
E(B − V)i for our two populations of star-forming galaxies, with
median values given in Table 3.
After applying an extinction correction to the star-forming galax-
ies in the red sequence, we find ∼51 per cent of the sample (60
sources) now have optical colours consistent with blue sequence
galaxies. These sources are found to have an extinction of E(B −
V)i  0.3, similar to previous mid-IR selected sources (i.e. Poggianti
Figure 6. Colour excess E(B − V)i of red sequence (orange) and blue se-
quence (blue) star-forming galaxies with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7.
Table 3. Median colour excess E(B − V)i of star-
forming galaxies with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7.
Sequence Median E(B − V)i St. Dev.
Red 0.70 0.27
Blue 0.41 0.19
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& Wu 2000; Pozzi et al. 2003). An E(B − V)i < 0.3 is not found to
be sufficient to change the optical colours of these sources. The re-
maining 49 per cent of the sample (57 sources) either have E(B − V)i
< 0.3 or a value of E(B − V)i could not be determined because Hα
did not meet the 3σ emission criteria. This would indicate that these
remaining systems are either so extinct that their Balmer lines have
been suppressed, or that they are early-type systems characterized
by weak Balmer emission.
Since we are measuring extinction values based on emission lines,
we are in effect applying an extinction correction based on the star-
forming regions of a galaxy rather than the average extinction of the
galaxy as a whole. If the red optical colours of star-forming galaxies
are due to a bulge component, while intense bursts of star formation
activity are due to a disc component, such a disc component may
lead to over corrections for extinction, which may disguise the fact
that the red optical colour of the galaxy is due to a bulge contribution
(i.e. old stellar populations).
7.2 Comparison of optical and IR luminosities
Red sequence star-forming galaxies with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 are
found to have similar optical colours as early-type galaxies, whereas
their IR colours most resemble that of late-type galaxies. We there-
fore compare the optical and IR SEDs of these systems with those
of galaxies in the red and blue sequence as a whole, in terms of
rest-frame optical and IR luminosities (see Section 3).
Figs 7(a) and (b) show the optical and IR luminosity distributions
of our sample. Red sequence galaxies with quiescent star formation
activity (red) are generally found to have higher optical luminosi-
Figure 7. (a) Optical (LOPT) and (b) IR (LIR) luminosity distributions of
quiescent red sequence galaxies (red) and active blue sequence galaxies
(blue). Also shown is the luminosity distribution of red sequence galaxies
with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 classified as either star forming (orange) or AGN
(cyan) based on the spectral line analysis.
ties than blue sequence star-forming galaxies. Star-forming galaxies
with red optical colours (orange) and log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 are not
only found to have a similar optical luminosity distribution as bulge-
dominated quiescent red sequence galaxies, but optical luminosities
that are higher than the majority of star-forming galaxies in the blue
sequence.
The IR luminosity distribution of red sequence galaxies is on
average found to be lower than that of star-forming galaxies in the
blue sequence, since much of the IR activity in the red sequence is
due to quiescent star formation. However, approximately a quarter of
red sequence galaxies are found to have IR luminosities higher than
the majority of star-forming galaxies in the blue sequence. These
galaxies either have an AGN contribution, where dust heated by
the AGN accounts for their high IR luminosities, or are undergoing
intense star formation activity.
7.3 SWIRE−J104152.92 + 595616.3
Fig. 8 shows an example of a red sequence star-forming galaxy at z ∼
0.147 with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7. This galaxy has a Se´rsic index
∼3.6 (see Section 6) and the SDSS and 3.6-μm SWIRE images
(Fig. 8a) show a bulge component which would account for its red
optical colour. However, this galaxy is also found to have strong
mid- to far-IR emission as illustrated at 70 μm (f 70 μm ∼ 30 mJy).
We model the optical and IR SED of this galaxy using the SWIRE
template library (Fig. 8b). We have already shown using spectral line
diagnostics (see Section 4) that these galaxies are not contaminated
by AGN. Therefore, as a test, we attempt to model the IR SED of
this galaxy as Seyfert 2 AGN (green), and find that doing so would
significantly overestimate its far-IR emission. We find the IR SED
is best modelled as a spiral – Sc (blue), which would agree with the
fact that these systems have high IR emission as a result of bursts
of star formation activity.
Figure 8. SWIRE−J104152.92+595616.3: example of red sequence star-
forming galaxy with log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7. (a) SDSS optical image, 3.6- and
70-μm SWIRE images. (b) The optical and IR SED modelled with SWIRE
galaxy templates.
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The optical SED of this galaxy is found to resemble that of a
13-Gyr elliptical template (red), and the IR SED best modelled by
a Spiral template (blue). This galaxy did not meet the 3σ emission-
line criteria (see Section 7.1) required for determining an estimate of
extinction using the Balmer decrement. As mentioned in Section 7.1,
this could be due to the fact that either the galaxy is so extinct that its
Balmer lines have been suppressed, or the galaxy is characterized by
weak Balmer emission. The high optical luminosity of this system,
a surface brightness profile resembling an elliptical galaxy (i.e. a
Se´rsic index >1.8) and an optical SED best modelled as an elliptical
are indications that the red optical colours of such systems are mainly
a result of a bulge component rather than substantial reddening.
8 T H E N U M B E R D E N S I T Y A N D L U M I N O S I T Y
D E N S I T Y O F R E D A N D B L U E S E QU E N C E
G A L A X I E S
Star-forming galaxies are expected to provide a major contribution
to both the number density and optical/IR luminosity densities of
blue sequence galaxies. In comparison, the majority of red sequence
galaxies undergoing quiescent star formation activity will account
for the number density and optical luminosity density of the red se-
quence, providing less of a contribution to the IR luminosity density
than more active systems. However, IR colours have shown that a
quarter of red sequence galaxies in our sample are active systems,
and must therefore provide a significant contribution to both the
number density and luminosity density of the local universe.
We therefore determine the integrated number density – total of
1/Vmax (Schmidt et al. 1968; Felten 1976) of galaxies in the red and
blue sequence and compare with the number density of AGN and
star-forming galaxies with red optical colours and log(L24/L3.6) >
−0.7. Vmaxi is the volume corresponding to the maximum redshift
at which a source could be detected by the survey. We set this maxi-
mum redshift by considering optical and IR limits, determined using
k-corrections calculated for each galaxy from its optical and IR tem-
plate fits (see Section 3).
For each galaxy, the density contribution 1/Vmaxi and the lumi-
nosity contribution Li/Vmaxi are computed. We correct for incom-
pleteness as a result of the spectroscopic cuts in ZWARNING and
zConf (see Section 2.2).
Table 4 shows the number and luminosity densities of red and
blue sequence galaxies in our sample. Galaxies with red optical
colours and log(L24/L3.6) < −0.7 account for more than two-thirds
Table 4. Number density and luminosity density of red and blue sequence galaxies. Number and luminosity densities as a percentage of the sample total are
given in brackets.
Sequence log(L24/L3.6) < −0.7 log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 log(L24/L3.6) > −0.7 Sequence Sample
(AGN) (star forming) total total
(h3 Mpc−3) (h3 Mpc−3)
Number density
Red 69 per cent (55 per cent) 14 per cent (11 per cent) 17 per cent (13 per cent) 3.5 × 10−6 (4.4 × 10−6)
Blue 10 per cent (2 per cent) 7 per cent (1 per cent) 83 per cent (18 per cent) 8.9 × 10−7
Optical luminosity density
Red 69 per cent (67 per cent) 15 per cent (15 per cent) 16 per cent (16 per cent) 5.6 × 103 L (6.8 × 103 L)
Blue 13 per cent (<1 per cent) 6 per cent (<1 per cent) 81 per cent (2 per cent) 1.2 × 103 L
IR luminosity density
Red 27 per cent (17 per cent) 29 per cent (19 per cent) 44 per cent (28 per cent) 3.8 × 103 L (6.1 × 103 L)
Blue 1 per cent (<1 per cent) 6 per cent (2 per cent) 93 per cent (34 per cent) 2.3 × 103 L
of the number density and optical luminosity density of red sequence
galaxies. These sources make up more than half the number density
and more than two-thirds of the optical luminosity density of our
total galaxy sample. In contrast, these galaxies account for only 17
per cent of the total IR luminosity density due to their quiescent star
formation activity.
Whereas the number density and optical luminosity density of our
galaxy sample is dominated by red sequence galaxies with quiescent
star formation, the contribution to the IR luminosity density comes
from a number of populations in both the red and blue sequences.
Star-forming galaxies account for more than 90 per cent of the IR
luminosity density of the blue sequence, and 34 per cent of the
IR luminosity density of our total galaxy sample. These systems
account for only 2 per cent of the total optical luminosity density.
We find that active systems (AGN and star-forming galaxies) in
the red sequence account for a quarter of the total number density of
our galaxy sample: AGN representing 11 per cent and star-forming
galaxies 13 per cent.
Thermal dust emission from red sequence AGN contributes
∼19 per cent to the total IR luminosity density. Due to intense
bursts of star formation activity, red sequence star-forming galax-
ies contribute ∼28 per cent to the IR luminosity density of our
SWIRE/SDSS sample. In addition, the optical luminosity density
of these star-forming systems is found to be eight times greater than
that of star-forming galaxies in the blue sequence.
9 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
We present the analysis of the rest-frame optical and IR colours of
1114 z < 0.3 galaxies from the SWIRE survey and the SDSS.
We separate our sample into two populations. Based on rest-frame
(g − r) colour, galaxies with red optical colours are defined as ‘red
sequence galaxies’. Galaxies with blue optical colours are defined
as ‘blue sequence galaxies’.
To test whether the bimodal sequence seen using rest-frame opti-
cal colours represent a simple division of early and late-type galax-
ies in the local universe, we analyse their optical spectra to iden-
tify quiescent and active (starburst and AGN) systems and use IR
log(L24/L3.6) colour to investigate the star formation activity of each
sequence as a function of stellar mass.
We find red sequence galaxies have a broad range of star forma-
tion activity independent of their stellar mass. Galaxies with weak
star formation appear to be bulge-dominated early-type systems,
whereas those with higher levels of activity have a contribution
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from both a bulge and disc component. In comparison, galaxies in
the blue sequence are found to have high levels of activity, resem-
bling disc-dominated spiral-like systems.
We therefore postulate that the (g − r) colour and log(L24/L3.6)
colour of galaxies in our sample are determined primarily by a bulge-
to-disc ratio. This relationship is perhaps more continuous than is
perceived when viewed in the projection of one colour, and is such
that the (g − r) colour is sensitive to the bulge-to-disc ratio for disc-
dominated galaxies, whereas the log(L24/L3.6) colour is sensitive to
bulge-to-disc ratio for bulge-dominated systems.
We find a significant fraction of our red sequence sample
(∼26 per cent, 195 sources) with intrinsic red optical colours and
high log(L24/L3.6) ratio. These systems are characterized as either
AGN (78 sources) or systems with bursts of star formation activ-
ity (117 sources). AGN owe their red optical colours to their bulge
component, and their high log(L24/L3.6) ratio would be due to dust
heated by AGN. Using galaxy template models, star-forming galax-
ies in the red sequence are found to have up to a 90 per cent elliptical
contribution and a 10 per cent starburst contribution. The red optical
colours of these systems would therefore be due to a bulge compo-
nent, and their high log(L24/L3.6) ratio would correspond to intense
star formation activity accounted for by a disc component.
Extinction could in principle account for the red optical colours
of approximately half of these star-forming galaxies. However, such
corrections for extinction are based on the star-forming regions of a
galaxy rather than the average extinction of the galaxy as a whole.
If these systems are undergoing localized bursts of star formation
activity, this would lead to overcorrections for extinction, which may
disguise the fact that the red optical colours of these star-forming
galaxies are actually due to a significant bulge component.
To gain a better understanding of the nature of these red sequence
star-forming galaxies, we compare their optical and IR luminosi-
ties with that of red and blue sequence galaxies as a whole. These
systems are found to have optical luminosities resembling that of
bulge-dominated red sequence galaxies with quiescent star forma-
tion, whereas intense bursts of star formation activity means their
IR luminosities are on average higher than the majority of star-
forming galaxies in the blue sequence. This confirms our suspicion
that these galaxies have significant bulge components and are not
pure disc-like galaxies with high levels of extinction.
It has been postulated that the recent evolution of early-type
galaxy populations can be explained by a ‘dry mergers scenario’
(see e.g. Toomre & Toomre 1972; Bell et al. 2006), where non-star-
forming galaxies merge to form massive early-type systems. Early
studies of galaxy morphology and density in rich clusters (Dressler
1980; Postman & Geller 1984) have also shown that the large bulge-
to-disc ratio commonly associated with early-type galaxies is in-
consistent with the idea that such systems are the progenitors of
disc-dominated late-type galaxies. More recent studies have shown
that star-forming spiral–spiral mergers could result in the formation
of early-type galaxies at low optical luminosities (Naab, Khochfar
& Burkert 2006). However, semi-analytic work by Khochfar &
Burkert (2003, 2005) and optical survey studies by van Dokkum
et al. (1999), Tran et al. (2005) and Bell et al. (2005) have suggested
that there are relatively few optically blue star-forming galaxies in
the low-redshift universe luminous enough to merge into present day
massive early-type galaxies, favouring the dry mergers scenario. Our
results suggest that there is a substantial population of massive, red,
galaxies with ongoing star formation activity. This may reduce the
need for dry mergers.
We finally quantify the contribution of these dusty star-forming
galaxies to optically selected galaxies in the local universe. Red se-
quence galaxies make up 79 per cent of the total number density of
our sample. 83 per cent of blue sequence galaxies and 17 per cent
of red sequence galaxies are found to be actively star-forming sys-
tems. Most of the optical luminosity density (67 per cent) is due to
quiescent red sequence galaxies and less than 4 per cent to galax-
ies in the blue sequence. Star-forming galaxies are found to have
a similar contribution to the optical luminosity density of the red
sequence as AGN. Red sequence AGN and quiescent galaxies are
responsible for 36 per cent of the total IR luminosity density. Active
star-forming galaxies produce 62 per cent of the total IR luminosity
density of our SWIRE/SDSS sample, of which 28 per cent is as a
result of star-forming galaxies in the red sequence.
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